


Lee Valley Ireland is a family run business est. by 

Denis & Loretto Hurley in 1986.

 Their love for the Irish countryside, outdoor clothing 

and customer care is a testament to their determination 

to bring high quality garments to their customers.

 The success of our brand started with ‘The Grandfather 

Shirt’ with its unique and traditional styling made 

from the finest quality pure cotton flannel. Using 

this same cotton fabric Denis designed our now much 

loved Irish Flannel Nightwear. So what started off as 

The Lee Valley Shirt Company gradually developed 

into the company we now run today. Worldwide mail 

order is a huge part of our business delivering high 

quality garments directly to our customers. We are a 

small company with a big heart and everyone here at 

Lee Valley Ireland strives for the best in customer care 

and are committed to making your shopping experience 

enjoyable.

The Irish countryside has always been used as an 

inspiration for our garments in using the very best of 

linens, cottons and tweeds. After almost three decades 

from cutting his first grandfather shirt, Denis and 

his family remain committed to offering high quality 

Irish clothing to be treasured forever. It goes to prove that 

durability, quality and comfort never go out of style.
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It goes to show that true style

improves with age. when working

in the fields of the Lee Valley,

West Cork, the traditional farmer

favoured this collarless shirt as he

had little use for neck ties. Over

the years there have been a few

variations of this style with an

array of fabrics. What works best 

for us is fine cottons because

here at Lee Valley, we prefer the

honest simplicity of our own

Grandfather shirts.

The way they were meant to be...
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Traditional Grandfather Shirts
- Fabulous Flannels

Our traditional classic shirt is crafted using the highest quality 
soft cotton flannelette, generously cut with a front button 
placket and jetted pocket.

Fabric: 100% Cotton  •  Sizes: S - XXXL

 LV2:  Traditional Blue Double Stripe on Ivory Ground 

 LV6:  Navy Tartan on Green Ground.

 LV11:  Solid Blue Twill. 

 LV37:  White Double Saddle Stitch Stripe on Navy Ground.

 LVC: Navy Single Stripe on Ivory Ground.

 LVD:  Green Single Stripe on Ivory Ground.

 LV8: Blue and Navy Tartan with white and mustard – New

 LV1: Black Stripe on Ivory Ground– New

 LV3:  Black Stripe on Ivory Ground– New

  LV2                    LVD                   LV37                  LV6              LV11                 LV27                LVC
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Vintage Grandfather Shirts
- They feel like you’ve worn them for years - they’re made so you can...

An alternative style with vintage appeal. Our superior cotton fabric on this Vintage Irish Granddad Shirt 
just gets softer with wear. This collection of shirts features a saddle stitched woven tape, a relaxed fit for 
extra comfort, button through with patch pocket.

Fabric: 100% Cotton  •  Sizes: S - XXXL

 VR 15:  Single Navy & Blue Stripe on white ground. 

 VR 17:  Single Green & Blue Stripe on white ground. 

 VR 18:  Navy Stripe with a Grey saddle stitch stripe 
  on Ivory Ground. 

 VR 25:  White Pin Stripe on Blue Grey Ground

VR 26: Navy blue Stripe on Ivory
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Comfort Cotton Grandfather Shirt
- Easy care, easy wear, these shirts look good but feel even better!

These lightweight casual shirts are easy care because of the exceptional fabric which ensures that these 
shirts will maintain their look wash after wash.

As with all our shirts these are also generously cut, full buttoned through with a jetted pocket.

Fabric: 100% Cotton
Sizes: S - XXXL

 FL18: Dark Navy with White 

  Pin Stripe.
 

FL40:  Blue Saddle Stitch Pin

  Stripe on Ivory ground 
 

 FL43:  Optic White
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Linen Grandfather Shirt
- Our Linen Shirts go everywhere - including the wash!

Time – honoured craftsmanship and traditional fabrics working in harmony to create an authentic look 
and feel to our Linen Grandfather Shirts. Generously cut with a front button placket and jetted pocket. 
Machine wash.

Fabric: 30% Linen 70% Cotton  •  Sizes: S - XXXL

 LN7: Natural Marl

 LN8: Navy Stripe on White ground
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Children’s Grandfather Shirt
- Simply the best but made smaller!

Our traditional classic shirt but made smaller is crafted using the highest quality soft cotton flannelette, 
generously cut with a front button placket and jetted pocket.

Fabric: 100% Cotton  •  Sizes: S - XXL

 LV2:  Traditional Blue Double Stripe 

on Ivory Ground.

 LV37: White Double Saddle Stitch 

Stripe on Navy Ground.

 LVC:  Navy Single Stripe 

on Ivory Ground.
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Rookie Grandfather Shirt
- Rookie Grandfather Shirt -  fit you can depend on!

This Rugged denim shirt is ideal for the outdoors type, made from one of the toughest natural fabrics, 
that has been specially washed for a relaxed look and feel. Full button through placket and front chest 
pocket. Machine wash and dry.

Fabric: 100% Cotton  •  Sizes: S - XXXL

Colour: Denim Indigo Blue
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Traditional Flannel Collar Shirt
- Wonderfully Soft from the first wear

Our traditional classic shirt is made from our soft cotton flannelette, 
generously cut with a front button placket and breast pocket. We have 
added 3 new colours to this all time favourite giving you a choice of 
6 colours to choose from. Machine Wash.

Fabric: 100% Cotton  •  Sizes: S - XXXL

 SF4:  Claret Tartan with Navy and 
Green on Wheat Ground

 LV6: Navy Tartan on Green Ground.

 LV8:  Blue and Navy Tartan with 
white and mustard
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Flannel Collar Fleece Lined Shirt
- Your Favourite Shirt but we’ve lined it with a fabulous fleece!

Over the years, we have been dedicated to offering our customers the best flannel in the market, 
so we took your favourite collar flannel shirt and lined it with the softest terry cotton. Designed to 
handle your outdoor adventures giving you warmth and comfort whether you’re heading out on a cold 
winter afternoon or spending a relaxed weekend around the house. Available in four colours as shown. 
Generously cut and ideal for layering. Traditional features include a chest pocket, full button through 
placket Machine wash.

Fabric: 100% Cotton  •  Sizes: S - XXXL

 LV6:  Navy Tartan on 

  Green Ground.
 

 LV7:  Maroon Tartan with 

  Navy and Yellow on 

  Ivory Ground
 

 LV8:  Blue and Navy Tartan 

  with white and 

  mustard

 SF4:  Claret Tartan with Navy 

  and Green on Wheat 

  Ground

  LV8                  LV7              LV27              SF4              LV6 



Ladies Eskra Fleece Lined Flannel Shirt  
- Fleece and Flannel... Two of our warmest fabrics in one Shirt

We have been dedicated to offering our customers the best flannel in the market, so we took our 
favourite collar flannel shirt and lined it with the warmest terry cotton. Designed to handle your outdoor 
adventures giving you warmth and comfort whether you’re heading out on a cold winter afternoon or 
spending a relaxed weekend around the house. Available in three colours as shown. Generously cut and 
ideal for layering. Traditional features include a full button through placket. Machine wash.

Fabric: 100% Cotton

Sizes: S - XXL
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 LV8:  Blue and Navy

  Tartan with white

  and mustard 

 LV6: Navy Tartan  

  on Green Ground

 

 LV27: Navy, Yellow  

  and Blue tartan 

  on Red ground.

  LV8               LV27          LV6



Ladies Grandfather Shirts

By popular demand we have added a granddad shirt with feminine flare to this year’s ensemble. 
Now you can have a shirt just like his that you don’t have to ‘borrow’ anymore!
Made with the exact same soft cotton flannelette as its male counterpart, styled with a full button 
through placket, banded collar & jetted pocket.

Fabric: 100% Cotton

Sizes: S - XXL
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LV6: Navy Tartan  

on Green Ground

LV8: Blue and Navy Tartan 

with white  

and mustard

 

LV27: Navy, Yellow and Blue 

tartan on Red ground

  LV8        LV27          LV6
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Durrow Tweed Vest  
- When you buy a piece of tweed you buy a piece of Ireland

Rugged fabrication and thoughtful details make these 100% Wool Irish Tweed Vests a great choice for 
everyday layering. Wear smart with a classic collar shirt or dress down with one of our grandfather shirts 
and jeans this garment is a must for any wardrobe. Lined with 100% Cotton Canvas for a more authentic 
look contrasted with a suedette facing, features a four button closure, 2 slit pockets. Belt tie closure at 
the back with adjustable buckled tab. Dry Clean.

Fabric: Outershell, 100% Wool. Lining 100% Cotton

Sizes: S - XXXL
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 Grey Herringbone:  Grey & Black Twill.

 Moss Check:  Olive Green & Otter Brown  
with a Robin Red contour
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Kerry Tweed Vest
More rugged in styling to its Durrow Tweed counterpart this gilet is sure to keep you extra warm as we 
have added a layer of polyester wadding. Made from 100% Wool this Irish tweed vest is a must for every 
man’s wardrobe. Lined with 100% Cotton canvas lining and a country gent suedette shoulder patch.

Fabric: 100% Wool outershell, 100% Cotton Lining

Sizes: S-XXXL

Colours:
Grey Herringbone
Moss Check
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Lee Valley Tweed Cap 
- A Timeless Classic

Made using our ever popular Irish Tweed, these caps are traditionally styled. A great accessory to our 
Lee Valley Tweed Vests.

Fabric: 100% Wool

Sizes: S - XL

 Grey Herringbone:  Grey & Black Twill.  Moss Check:  Olive Green & Otter Brown with a Robin Red contour.
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Cork Jacket  
- Often Copied, Never Equalled

Our Cork Jacket has successfully set a high standard of quality and workmanship. We designed this 
waterproof, wind-resistant coat so you stay warm, even if you’re waiting awhile for a bus or train. 
Tightly woven polyester shell is seamlessly lined with a breathable, waterproof membrane that even 
the strongest gusts and Irish downpours can’t penetrate. Body is lined with thick polyester wadding for 
added warmth. Conveniently placed pockets – including two inside pockets to safely stow your phone, 
keys or wallet. Two-way zip closure with snap-closure storm flap. Soft micro fleece collar.  
Machine Wash.

Fabric: Outershell: 48% Nylon 52% Polyester 
  Lining: 100% Polyester

Sizes: S - XXXL

Brown

Navy

Chocolate



Mayo Jacket 
- A Jacket for all the Family

For Men and Women. We designed this rain jacket with a lightweight layer of fleece to keep you 
warm and dry on cold wet days, without the bulk of a heavier coat. The breathable polyester shell is 
also waterproof to protect you in those heavy Irish downpours. Features include inner pockets and a 
convenient tuck away hood. Adjustable cuffs and elasticised hem for better fit. Sits at hip. Machine 
Wash. Colour Navy as shown.

Fabric: Outershell: 100% Polyester
  Lining: 100% Polyester

Sizes: S - XXL  •  Childrens Sizes: L (11/12) and XL (12/13)

Three Reasons to Choose Lee Valleys Mayo Rain Jacket:

1. Durable water resistant 100% waterproof, windproof, and breathable.

2. Lightweight warmth fleece lining keeps you warm during Winters worst without adding bulk.

3. Outstanding value this jacket offers complete, reliable Winter weather protection at a great price. 
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Lee Valley Flannel Nightwear  
Almost thirty years on and our Flannel Nightwear remains as popular as ever.

Exceptionally soft, expertly crafted this collection is the original sleepwear collection for both 
Men and Women. 



Lee Valley Flannel Nightshirts 
- Sleep in the World’s Finest Nightshirts

Our unique range of traditional Grandfather inspired 
Nightshirts are designed with comfort and warmth in 
mind. Made from 100% combed cotton flannelette for 
superior softness and added warmth to keep the night 
chill’s at bay. Now in 6 traditional colours and 
generously cut for extra comfort.

Fabric: 100% Cotton

Sizes: S - XXL

Colour: As shown
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LV6

 LV2:  Traditional Blue Double Stripe on Ivory Ground.

 LV4:  Red Tartan with Yellow & Navy on a White Ground

 LV6:  Navy Tartan on Green Ground.

 LV7:  Maroon Tartan with Navy and Yellow on Ivory Ground 

LV27:  Navy, Yellow and Blue tartan on Red ground.

 LV28:  Navy Tartan with Red contours.

LV27

LV28LV2

LV7

LV4
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Lee Valley Flannel Pyjamas 
- Soft and Cosy just as Flannel Pyjamas should be

Super soft 100% cotton flannel will keep you warm on the cold winter nights. Woven by expert craftsmen 
and combed on both sides for superior softness and warmth, the fabric is so robust it resists piling even 
after years of wear. Button through top and elasticised draw cord waist on the pants for extra comfort. 

Fabric: 100% Cotton

Sizes: S - XXL

 LV28:  Navy Tartan with Red contours.

 LV6:  Navy Tartan on Green Ground.

 LV2:  Traditional Blue Double Stripe on Ivory Ground. 

 LV27:  Navy, Yellow and Blue tartan on Red ground.

 LV7:  Maroon Tartan with Navy and Yellow on Ivory Ground

  LV28                          LV6                            LV2                             LV27

  LV7  



Lee Valley Flannel Nightrobe 
- Wonderfully soft from the first wear

It feels great to slip into a soft and cosy robe especially on a frosty morning. Using our traditional 100% 
cotton flannel these robes will keep you warm and comfortable from dusk until dawn. Traditional shawl 
collar, two front pockets and adjustable tie belt. Six colours to choose from as shown.

Fabric: 100% Cotton

Sizes: S - XXL
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Lee Valley Flannel Nightcaps 
- The perfect weight flannel 

Why not finish off your sleepwear attire with a matching Nightcap classically designed to complement 
our range. Six colours available

Fabric: 100% Cotton

Sizes: One size only

  LV28              LV6                  LV27

  LV7                         LV4                     LV2
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Lee Valley Flannel Lounge Pants 
- The right softness and just the right fit

You will never been more relaxed and 
comfortable around the house in our 
Lee Valley Lounge Pants. Woven by 
expert craftsmen and combed on both 
sides for superior softness and warmth, 
the fabric is so robust it resists piling 
even after years of wear. 

Easy pull on style with pockets,  
elastic waist and draw cord  
for extra comfort. 

Fabric: 100% Cotton

Sizes: S - XXL
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 LV6:  Navy Tartan on Green Ground.
 

 LV27:  Navy, Yellow and Blue tartan on 

  Red ground.
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Irish Country Flannel Nightwear 
Our Irish country flannel range is made with our luxurious soft flannel for both Men and Women. 
This collection includes additional features such as timber buttons and navy contrast piping.
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Irish Country Flannel Nightshirt 
- A Great Choice for Chilly Nights

Curl up in these soft flannel Nightshirts designed in three time-honoured colours. The superior high 
quality cotton is double brushed for exceptional softness and comfort ensuring you stay warm and 
cosy on those dreary winter nights. A relaxed fit featuring roll up cuffs, chest pocket, wooden buttons, 
contrast piping and a rounded shirt tail hem.

Fabric: 100% Cotton

Sizes: S - XXL
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SF4 SF2 SF3

 SF4:  Claret Tartan with Navy 

  and Green on Wheat ground

 SF2:  Navy Tartan on a Royal Red ground.

 

 SF3:  Navy Twill Stripe with a Red Stripe

  on White ground.
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Irish Country Flannel Pyjamas
- Give a gift of warmth and comfort with these Pyjamas

Great for extra warmth when there’s a nip in the air and generously sized for sleeping comfort. Superior, 
high quality and cotton flannel which is brushed on both sides ensures that these pyjamas are invitingly 
snug to sleep in. Featuring roll up cuffs, chest pocket, wooden buttons, contrast piping, elastic-waist 
pants with draw cord. Three time honoured colours.

Fabric: 100% Cotton

Sizes: S - XXL

 SF4:  Claret Tartan with  

  Navy and Green on  

  Wheat ground

 SF2:  Royal Red Tartan with 

  Navy Contours.

 SF3:  Navy Twill Stripe with 

  a Red Stripe on 

  White ground.

SF4 SF3 SF2
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Irish Country Flannel Nightrobe
- Wrap up in warmth in this Nightrobe

Superior, high quality and 100% cotton flannel which is brushed on both sides ensures that this 
Nightrobe is a garment you can’t wait to slip into during the cold winter months. Generously cut to fit 
over your sleepwear. Features large front pockets and matching tie belt with contrast piping on the collar 
and cuffs.

Fabric: 100% Cotton

Sizes: S - XXL
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Irish Country Flannel Nightcaps
- Keep the nightime chill away with exceptionally soft cotton 
   flannel nightcaps 

Why not finish off your sleepwear attire with a matching Nightcap classically designed to complement 
our range. Three colours available.

Fabric: 100% Cotton

Sizes: One size only

SF2

SF3

SF4
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Blarney Stone Flannel Nightwear
- Nothing less than eloquence!

Our Blarney Stone collection is made from long staple cotton yarns which give the fabric greater 
durability than ordinary cotton but with same easy care. 
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Blarney Stone Nightshirt
- There’s no blarney with these Nightshirts, they’re a fit you can    
    depend on.

Our exclusive Blue Stripe Nightshirt features intricately woven pattern inspired by the legendary Blarney 
Stone. Made from long staple cotton yarns, which give the fabric greater durability than ordinary cotton 
but with same easy care. Button front pullover nightshirt falls at the Knee. Colour B1: Blue twill stripe 
with a limestone grey contour on a white ground as shown.

Fabric: 100% Cotton

Sizes: S - XXL



Blarney Stone Pyjamas
- No heirs and graces, simply our finest flannel ever.

Inspired by the hues of the legendary Blarney Stone our pyjamas are made with a superior and high 
quality cotton flannel which will sustain this garment for years to come. Vintage style button through 
top with chest pocket, elastic waist band on pants for extra comfort. Colour B1: Blue twill stripe 
with a limestone grey contour on a white ground as shown.

Fabric: 100% Cotton

Sizes: S - XXL
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Blarney Stone Nightcap
- Superior soft flannel

Why not finish off your sleepwear attire with a matching Nightcap classically designed to complement 
our range. 

Colour: B1 as shown.

Fabric: 100% Cotton

Size: One Size Only

B1



Lee Valley Ireland 

1986-2018

Home of the Original Irish Granddad Shirt



Improve your sales with a Lee Valley shop fit,
other retailers have tried it with the net result

being a marked increase in sales.

Please contact me denis@leevalley.ie
for more information.



Our product, Your Store


